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Four Industrial Revolutions: 1 

FIR: 18-19 centuries – agrarian to 
industrial and urban - steam engine, iron 
and textiles 

SIR: 19 century – electricity, gas and oil, 
chemical syntheses, basic communication 
technology, large factories, mass 
production



Four Industrial Revolutions: 2 

3IR: 20th century – nuclear energy, 
electronics, telecommunications, 
computers, synthetics   

4IR: 20/21 century – internet, 
robotics, AI, nanotechnology, 
quantum computing, IoT, 5G wireless 
technology, 3D printing, autonomous 
vehicles   



“Fourth Industrial Revolution”

Disruption, upended economies, 
societal norms challenged 



VUCA
US military - 1990s

Volatility: Rapid, unpredictable change

Uncertainty: Unknowable or unpredictable 
future trends

Complexity: Many interwoven parts

Ambiguity: Open to different interpretations 
that are not always obvious



Science and technology are advancing 
so rapidly that they are catching up 

with science fiction

… and outpacing the debates that 
must accompany their ethical use

e.g. CRISPR - gene-editing technique  



Not the 4IR, but the FDR

• Not just semantics, requires a major 
change of mind-set

• Anti-industrial or post-industrial 
• Capable of undoing wrongs of the 

IRs
• Opportunity to harness resources in 

an unprecedented way to solve 
global problems 



FIRST THREE INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTIONS

Benefits: Job creation, product development, 
technology, economic development, globalization, 
advanced medical care, population explosion  

Harm: Conspicuous consumption, materialistic 
cultures, wider society imbalances, major damage 
to environment, accelerated global climate 
change, unsustainable life styles



700+ inventions
350+ inventors

50+ innovation concepts
30+ case studies



ww



Controlled use of fire



Early tools

Homo habilis



Abstract artwork, 77 000 ybp



Earliest known drawing: 73,000 ybp



Lunar Stick, 37 000 ybp



Golden Rhino, 1 000 ybp



Bitter
ghaap
Hoodia
gordoni



Rooibos
tea



Mosquito-repellant
candles



James Greathead 
1844-1896



Greathead Shield





30-ton dolosse at Ngqura
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Dolos memorials 



Trevor Wadley and his Tellurometer 





CATscanner

No. 53



Ratel Nyala

Casspir Rooikat



Shosholoza
Gumboot
Neptun Boot
2005

Dustwatch
Gerry Kuhn
1998

Jackpot
Paul McKelvey
1997



George and Kim Pratley, 1960 -



King of 
the pool 
cleaners

• Pool Bug
• Kreepy Krauly
• Baracuda
• Aquanaut
• Pool Ranger
• Poolskim
• Zodiac
• Pool Scrubber
• PoolCop



Mulalo Doyoyo
Technology
entrepreneur

Biaxial Universal 
Testing Machine 

Ahifambeni
Hydrogen
Motorbike

Cenocell
‘cementless concrete’

Amoriguard

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Biaxial_utm.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cenocell_samples.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ahifambeni_hydrogen_motorbike.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Amoriguard_samples.jpg


SASOL



PetroSA



SUNsat
Launched by NASA
on Delta II rocket
1999





Communications & 
Telecommunications 





Henri Johnson 

Speed Gun
1992



Peter Thiel     Elon Musk 





Wind-up medical equipment
David Woods and team      2008/9

Foetal Heart Rate Monitor Pulse Oximeter 



Sandile Ngcobo













WHY IS THIS THE FDR?

Digital tools → disruptive → form of 
social intervention → social 

domination → facilitate technology 
leapfrogs → spread technology

Gregory
Maqoma



INVENTION

Tool → disruptive → form of social 
intervention→ social domination →
facilitate technology leapfrogs →

spread technology

Gregory
Maqoma



ENABLING AND TRANSFORMNING 
TECHNOLOGIES 

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
• Computer technology  telecoms
• Materials technology
• Energy technology
• Biotechnology
• Nanotechnology

TRANSFORMING TECHNOLOGY
• Transport 



TRANSPORT TECHNOLOGY

• The most transforming technology

• Goods, people and information

• Played a strong role in all the major 
technological transformations

• Water, steam, electricity, fossil fuel, 
turbojet, electronic, rocket, nuclear,            
solar, digital →



INTERNET
• Reaches over 3.2 billion people 

• Most efficient communication medium   
ever

…..but it deepens the digital divide

….. and is threatened by computer 
viruses, ransomware, piracy, invasions of 
privacy, and unsolicited emails



INTERNET ENTANGLES US
• 1 billion in 2005

• 3.2 billion in 2017
• More than half of all people 

• Facebook – 2.23 billion subscribers 



CONNECTS US WITH THE 
INTERNET OF THINGS

IoT 2011: things = people
IoT 2017: 3 x = 8.4 billion

IoT 2025: 50 billion



Baby Boomers
1946-1964

Generation Xs
1965-1981

Millennials 
1982-2004

Globally connected, digitally competent, 
entrepreneurial, ambitious, self-authored



Social entrepreneurs
Collaborative, work in adverse 

environments, generate social value, 
plough profits back
Anti-global trends 

Commercial entrepreneurs
For-profit loners, work in opportunity-rich 

environments, maximize profits
Drive global trends  

Phila
Magidigidi



PROMOTES 
CITIZEN SCIENCE

… Animal Demography Unit
… Galaxy Zoo
… Zooniverse



INCREASES OUR 
COMPUTING POWER

… Moore (1965) – processing power will double 
every two years

… but too much data!
… we already have data to answer many big 

questions, we just don’t know it yet



CARRIED OUT BY A 
MULTI-BRAINED, MULTI-GENERATIONAL

SUPER-ORGANISM
… collective genius
… group intelligence 

… co-creation
… CERN paper with 5,154 co-authors



PROMOTES EVIDENCE-BASED
DECISION MAKING 

…and recognizes the 
Triple Bottom Line 



TAKES US BEYOND 
INDIVIDUAL 

DECISIONS AND BIAS

… encourages ‘group think’
and consensus

... guards against authoritarianism 



HELPS US TO BE HUMBLE

… know our roles and responsibilities, recognize 
our shortcomings, and acknowledge our 

ignorance   





An example of scientific thinking 
and problem solving

The environmental crisis 



Humanity is at the crossroads 

We are the most numerous large 
animals ever 

Our ability to manipulate the 
environment is unprecedented 

We have exceeded the planet’s ability 
to compensate for our actions



We arose from and survive through a 
biological process but we are no longer 

part of wild Nature 

We are servants of our machines, 
trapped in unsustainable urban 

environments

We are the first animal to domesticate 
itself and to lose its ecological place 



Hunter-gatherers → Pastoralists →
Shopper-industrialists → Information 

fetishists

→ Custodians of the biosphere



We are an integral part of Nature

We are a valuable species but 
not a superior one

Every living thing has the right to live, 
or at least to struggle to live 



This right is not dependent on its actual 
or potential use to humans 

Our role is to understand and work in 
harmony with Nature, not to conquer it 



INFORMATION VALUE 
CHAIN

Information → Knowledge → Wisdom 
→ Change Mind-set → Change 

behaviour→ Influence others to 
change their mindset and behaviour



Information Value Chain

Information → Knowledge → Wisdom 
→ Changed mindset → Changed 

behaviour→ Influencing others to 
change their mindset and behaviour

Only then we can address the 
challenging issues
that face our world



CONCLUSION

• This is not another Industrial 
Revolution

• It’s a ‘Connecting – Problem 
Solving’ Revolution

• Take full advantage of the 
opportunities offered by it



End



TREVOR WADLEY

• Wadley Loop (1946) – circuit for cancelling frequency drift 

• Barlow-Wadley Broadband Radio (1947)
• Wadley’s All-Wave Communications Receiver 

(1948) – crystal controlled 0-30 MHz

• Tellurometer (1954-)
• Wadley Transistorized 

Receiver (1958) – radio hams

• Wadley Rack-Mounted 
Receiver (1960) RACAL - BBC



FIVE TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTIONS
(according to Ayres, 1990, Perez, 2002)

1. The Industrial Revolution: 1770-1800 
Factories, mechanisation, water power

2. Age of Steam and Railways: 1830-1850
Railway, steam, wrought iron, telegraph

3. Age of Steel, Electricity and Heavy Engineering: 1860-1900 
Steel, electricity, bicycles, motorcar, telephone, photography

4. Age of Oil, Synthetics and Mass Production: 1930-1950 
Fossil fuels, airplanes, war machines, mass production, synthetics. 

5. Age of Informatics: 1980-? 
ICT, decentralisation and globalisation, materials, alternative energy, 

biotechnology, nanotechnology, picotechnology, environmentalism.



THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OF 
NATIONS
(after Porter, 1980)

1. Resource-driven countries that primarily 
depend on natural resources 

2. Investment-driven countries that buy-in 
technological know-how

3. Innovation-driven countries that make 
best use of the intellectual potential of 
their people



IMPORTANCE OF
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

“50 to 70% of economic growth 
is attributable to innovation”



INDICATORS OF NATIONAL 
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANTAGE

1. Educational levels
2. Number of graduates in science and 

technology
3. Number of research personnel
4. R&D as a % of GDP (2%+)
5. Business R&D as a % of total R&D (60%+)
6. Patents and royalties
7. Number of high tech exports
8. Beneficiation of raw materials
9. Infrastructure development
10. Technologically aware executives
11. S&T in the mainstream of society



SPURS TO INVENTION

• Economic decline (or improvement)
• War or isolation
• New materials
• New transport technologies
• New communication technologies
• Better social conditions



GREATEST ENGINEERING 
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE 20TH

CENTURY
(US National Academy of Engineering, 2000)

1. Electrification
2. Automobile
3. Aeroplane
4. Water supply and 

distribution
5. Electronics
6. Radio and television
7. Mechanization
8. Computers
9. Telephone
10. Air conditioning and 

refrigeration

11. Highways
12. Spacecraft
13. Internet
14. Imaging
15. Household appliances
16. Health technologies
17. Petrochemical 

technologies
18. Laser and fibre optics
19. Nuclear technologies
20. High performance 

materials



MOST SUCCESSFUL NATIONS

• Culture and infrastructure conducive    
to innovation

• High R&D spend relative to GDP (>2.5%)
• High R&D spend relative to population size
• High business R&D spend (>60% of total)
• Invest in the development of people skills
• Attract (and keep) innovative thinkers

USA, Japan, Sweden, Finland ……..





THREE LEVELS OF TECHNOLOGY

1. Inventions

2. Human skills

3. Organizational infrastructure
(after Soltynski 2006)



TECHNOLOGY
AND INNOVATION

TECHNOLOGY
“Systematic application of knowledge to 
resources to produce goods or services”

(Stilwell 1994)

INNOVATION
“Systematic application of new
knowledge to new resources to produce 
new goods or new services”

(After Soltynski 2006)



TOP INVENTIONS
(Philbin, 2003)

1. Wheel
2. Light bulb
3. Printing press
4. Telephone
5. Television

6. Radio
7. Gunpowder
8. Desktop computer
9. Telegraph
10. Internal 

combustion engine
53. CATscanner



WHY IS THIS THE FDR



ACCELERATES 
TECHNOLOGY TAKE-UP

Internet: 400 million in 2000 to 3 billion in 2015

Cell phones: 20% in 1998, 110% in 2015 



Science is not about certainty, stability  
and top-down authority

(nor is democracy)

Science is all about doubt, skepticism, 
questioning the status quo, and testing 

alternate ideas and solutions



PROMOTES 
INTERNATIONAL
COLLABORATION 



MAKES THE WORLD A 
BETTER PLACE

… life span increased 2X
… cost of food dropped 13X

… cost of energy dropped 20X
… cost transport dropped 100X
… cost of comms by over 1,000X

Peter Diamandis
• ‘Abundance’, 2016


